With Gratitude for Your Support

Phoenix Society members lead the way in supporting the University’s students, faculty, resources, and facilities through estate commitments and life-income arrangements. Such gifts provide important ways to strengthen and sustain the University’s future. The names below represent members welcomed into the society from July 1, 2013, through June 30, 2014. All names are listed per member request.

We invite you to join the Phoenix Society by providing for the University in your financial and estate plans. Please visit phoenixsociety.uchicago.edu or call 866.241.9802 for more information.

Thank you.

Anonymous
Anonymous, PhB’46
Anonymous, AM’47
Anonymous, AB’56, SB’58
Anonymous, JD’55, and
Anonymous, AM’56, PhD’68
Anonymous, AB’62
Anonymous, AB’63, AM’65, JD’67
Anonymous, SB’65, SM’66, PhD’69
Anonymous, MBA’70
Anonymous, MBA’74
Anonymous, MBA’77
Anonymous, LAB’77
Sally Akan, AB’62
Ruth Ames and Dr. Gerard Ames, AB’66
Ralph Apton, AB’50, MBA’54
Vincent Bates, MBA’62
Judith Bausch
Michele Marie White, AB’82
Beth Binford
Margaret Bray
Matthew Brislawn, JD’59
A. Keith Brown, SB’69*
Nancy Brown, AB’62, AM’61, and Robert Brown, SM’60, PhD’64
L. Michael Cantor, MBA’89
John Cash, AM’74, PhD’83
Lewis Collens, JD’66
Lawrence Conneck, JD’71
Darrell Cronan, MBA’80
Melinda Daniels
Katharine Darrow, AB’64, and
Peter Darrow, JD’67
Michael Daus, AB’73
Hugh De Santis, AM’73, PhD’78
Anthony DeChellis, MBA’01
Marianne Deson
John Doerge Jr., MBA’88
Constance Dunn, MBA’91
Stephen Duvall, ThM’69, DMN’71
Frank Eaman II, AB’67
Sally Connelly Euson and
David Euson, MBA’83
Barbara Feldacker, SM’65, and
Bruce Feldacker, JD’65
Honor Ferretti and Eugene Ferretti, MBA’77
Stanley F. Friedman
Edward Futch, AB’78
Nina Garfield and Dr. Sanford Garfield, PhD’74
Carole Goodwin, AM’71, PhD’74
Susanne Gottfried and Gary Gottfried, MFA’75
Donald Green, AM’75
John Grimes, AB’72, JD’75
Janet Westin, AB’76, and
Michael McCaw, AB’76
Janis McGowan, AM’72, and
James Henderson
Joanne Medak, AM’74
Leonard Miller, PhD’64
Neil C. Miller Jr.
Karen Minge, AM’85, and
James Henderson
Joanne Medak, AM’74
Leonard Miller, PhD’64
Neil C. Miller Jr.
Karen Minge, AM’85, and
David Minge, JD’67
Robert Myers, AB’70
Donna Murasky, JD’72
Rita Norton, AB’42
Mary Olson, AM’66
Michael Carr, MBA’74
Martha Klemm and James Klemm, SB’61
Michael Klowden, AB’67
Mary Kostopoulos, AB’98
Evelyn Kritchevsky
Zbigniew Anthony Kruszewski, PhD’67
Phyllis Lovrien, MBA’84
Ivan Manson, PhB’48, SM’34
Janet Westin, AB’76, and
Michael McCaw, AB’76
Janis McGowan, AM’82, and
James Henderson
Joanne Medak, AM’74
Leonard Miller, PhD’64
Neil C. Miller Jr.
Karen Minge, AM’85, and
James Henderson
Joanne Medak, AM’74
Leonard Miller, PhD’64
Neil C. Miller Jr.
Karen Minge, AM’85, and
David Minge, JD’67
Robert Myers, AB’70
Donna Murasky, JD’72
Rita Norton, AB’42
Mary Olson, AM’66
Rubina Oremus
John Paulus, PhD’72
Richard Prairie, AB’56, SB’57, PhD’61
Catherine Mary Rafferty, AB’88, AM’90
Dr. Mark Ragozzino
Dorothy Rappeport
Crennan Ray
Anne Reboredo, AB’04
Leslie Recht, AB’70
Maxine Reneker, AM’70
Alan Rose
Joan Lundberg Rowland, PhB’46
Jennifer Scanlon, AB’81, and
James Scanlon
Gilbert Schechtman, AB’51, AM’54
Susan Selaffani, AM’67
Hugh Scogin, AM’75
Craig Selders, MBA’90
Kim Sharan, MBA’95
Mary Rose Shaughnessy, PhD’73
Robert Sherwin, JD’78
Linnea Sodergren, AM’72
P. Eric Souers, AB’64, JD’70
Janis Starkey, AB’68
Doris Sternberg, LAB’43
Helen Sunukjian, PhD’35
Yvonne Sutor, AB’72
Kaimay Yuen Terry, AM’64, and Dr. Joseph Terry
Paul Voegeli, JD’71
Norma Vogelweid, AM’73
Joseph Vuillemin, PhD’65
Sarita Warshawsky
Joan Weinberg and Michael Weinberg Jr., LAB’35, AB’27
Dennis R. Williams, MBA’65
Irma Wirawan, MPP’03
Rose W. M. Lee Yuen and
Francis Tin Fan Yuen, AB’75

*Deceased